Aesthetic Hegemony: 
Cross-Cultural Ideals of Physical Beauty & Body Image 
Further Reading 
Also at: http://libweb.uoregon.edu/reference/reading.html

Art and Aesthetic Theory

UO AAA Library, BH201 .U63 1998

Available through Summit (http://summit.orbiscascade.org/search/).

UO Knight Library, BH301.U5 S7613 2007


UO AAA Library, N5311 .O75

Body Image Studies
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6V9F-44RNMPW-H/2/f64a10eeac0bd4cbe54de4e688e266f3
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UO Login required

http://www.atypon-link.com/GPI/doi/pdf/10.1521/psyc.64.2.93.18621

UO Knight Library, GN298 .M36 1994